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Chapter 2091: Aren’t you a little too wild! (2) 

Huang Yueli suddenly widened her eyes putting on a look which seemed as though she was overly 

shocked as her fair fingers grabbed onto Li Moying’s sleeve tightly while speaking in a pitiful tone, 

“Moying, I….I don’t know what they’re talking about! Earlier… earlier there was a kitty in the courtyard 

and I just found it cute and wanted to tease it a little but in the end, I just unknowingly ran a little far 

off…” 

“Later on, Palace Lord Chi and Eldest Young Miss Ling just suddenly appeared from god-knows-where, 

claiming that I’ve eavesdropped to their conversation and no matter how I explained, it was of no use at 

all…” 

When Li Moying heard that, he nodded his head faintly and turning towards Chi Xiao Jiu, “Heard what 

my fiancée said? The both of you simply just dealt a deadly hand on our Blue Profound Sect’s disciples 

without finding out the truth, shouldn’t you give our Sect an explanation?” 

Ling Qing Yu’s eyes opened wide as she simply could not believe her own ears! 

“What are you saying? Surely you don’t really believe this lass’s nonsense right? What cute kitty, that cat 

is so fat like a pig and it’s considered cute? That corner is so desolate, would she even pass by 

unintentionally? Trying to cheat a young kid? Young Sect Master Li, This Young Lady knows that you 

pamper your fiancée but surely you can’t defend her to this extent, right? You just believe whatever she 

said? Aren’t you afraid that other people will say that you have been smitten by lust!” 

Everyone could tell that Huang Yueli’s explanation was a little too forced. 

Ling Qing Yu directly said things in such a manner to corner Li Moying. 

From what she thought, even if he had the intention to defend Huang Yueli, surely he can’t be too much 

right? Otherwise, wouldn’t he had become a dumbass who had been smitten and twisted by a woman 

by her finger? He would be ridiculed if this spread out! 

But when Li Moying heard her menacing words, his tone remained composed. 

“My woman, whatever she says is correct! On the contrary, the both of you just recklessly framed my 

fiancée and tried to splash dirty water onto her several times, even chasing after her so that you can kill 

her, this matter….. how are you intending to settle it!” 

Ling Qing Yu shot an incomparable shocked look at Li Moying as she thought inside her heart and 

suddenly an indescribable feeling gushed upwards. 

Li Moying’s words and the way he stayed by that young lass’s side to protect her, was simply too alike to 

Mu Chengying… 

Even though the both of them looked different but that imposing manner and arrogance was exactly the 

same! 



Many, many years ago, Mu Chengying was also like this. Overbearing and tyrannic, no matter what kind 

of off-beat stuff Huang Yueli had done, no matter what kind of formidable enemy they faced, he would 

support her irregardless, protecting her under his wing… 

Even if Ling Qing Yu was Huang Yueli’s BFF, she also couldn’t helped but become overwhelmed with 

jealousy and hatred for her, hating the fact why she wasn’t able to get such a man to pamper her to the 

skies! 

Chi Xiao Jiu laughed out of fury, “Lad, aren’t you a little too wild! Are you trying to make me laugh to 

death! No matter what, you’re merely Mu Chengying’s disciple and not him! Did you think that Blue 

Profound Sect’s people would not be able to confound right and wrong and stand on your side?” 

Saying that he gave a sinister laugh, “You’d better think carefully about what you should do! Since 

you’ve fallen into This Seat’s hands, then today we will trouble you and your fiancée to make a trip 

together with This Seat! Don’t worry, you are after all Blue Profound Sect’s Young Sect Master so This 

Seat would not want your life. As long as Mu Chengying uses the Purified Branch to exchange for you 

two, This Seat will let you go!” 

Saying that, Chi Xiao Jiu abruptly uplifted his surrounding Profound Energy and waved a palm strike 

towards Li Moying! 

This time he was already clear on Li Moying’s potential and didn’t dared to act recklessly. 
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He used ninety percent of his power the minute he struck. 

The places where his strike had brushed past left behind traces of a red coloured energy and the 

surrounding air also turned scorching hot in an instant. 

Huang Yueli’s heart jolted when she sensed that incredibly strong aura charging towards them! 

Chi Xiao Jiu and Ling Qing Yu couldn’t tell Li Moying’s limit but she was very clear that Li Moying’s body 

condition was not as good as what it was on the surface! 

Previously when Liu Buyan and Dai Boqi had done the consultation for him, they had already told her 

that before the Purified Spirit Polymerize Pill was refined, he should not attempt to advance, and he 

should never fight with anyone. 

Earlier, in order to save her, Li Moying had already taken a palm strike from Chi Xiao Jiu and she didn’t 

know if it would affect his illness. 

Now that Chi Xiao Jiu was showing such an aggressive attitude, it was secondary if Li Moying could fight 

evenly with this Sky Chart’s top exponent, but even if he won, it might cause his Soul Detachment Illness 

to act up! 

Huang Yueli’s little face turned pale with fright as she subconsciously wanted to dash out and blocked 

herself in front of Li Moying. 

However, how would Li Moying not know what his Li’er was thinking about as he had long been 

prepared and his arm pulled taut and threw her behind him! 



“No, you can’t! Moying—!” Huang Yueli could not help but cry out! 

Li Moying’s expression was extremely composed as the Profound Energy in his body kept on increasing! 

Just at this moment when things were hanging on a fine line, two figures suddenly dashed out from 

Huang Yueli’s sides! 

Huang Yueli wanted to dash next to Li Moying’s side but her arm was held by someone behind. She tried 

hard to struggle for a moment but she wasn’t able to struggle free. 

“Grandmaster Huang, don’t be rash. Don’t worry, nothing’s going to happen!” This voice sounded 

extremely familiar. 

Huang Yueli turned her head back and saw Cang Po Hun standing behind her, and he was still panting 

hard. 

On seeing her turned over, Cang Po Hun then revealed an assured smile, “Chi Xiao Jiu’s thoughts weren’t 

on cultivating for the past few years so his ability is really nothing much, and he’s totally not Big Bro’s 

match!” 

Huang Yueli immediately realised that the two figures whom she had faintly saw earlier seemed to be 

Cang Po Jun and guys. 

She then heaved a sigh of relief and hurriedly turned her head over, to see that Cang Po Jun and Cang Po 

Yu had already dashed in front of Li Moying as the both of them struck out together! 

The both of them were top exponents on the Sky Chart and Cang Po Jun’s ranking was above Chi Xiao 

Jiu’s, moreover the both of them were up against one. 

Chi Xiao Jiu had totally not expected someone to suddenly pop out and moreover, they were such top 

rated exponents! 

Momentarily, he wasn’t able to evade in time. 

Power Profound Energy forced back his fire attributed Profound Energy, crashing heavily back onto his 

chest. 

Chi Xiao Jiu was repeatedly pushed back several times but he was still unable to control himself as he fell 

backwards! 

“Chi Xiao Jiu?? You… what’s the matter with you?” Ling Qing Yu shrieked out in shock and on turning 

back, her expression instantly turned terrible, “Guardian Jun, Guardian Yu, it’s you guys…..” 

She was naturally old acquaintances with both Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu and in the past when Huang 

Yueli was still alive, she had some dealings with them. 

But now, Cang Po Jun and the others all chose to directly ignore her as they turned towards Li Moying 

and bowed respectfully to him. 

“Young Sect Master, This Subordinate has arrived late and caused you distress, will Young Sect Master 

please mete out the punishment!” 



When Ling Qing Yu saw this, she was so astonished that she could not say a single word! 

It was very clear to all Sky Emperor City’s large powerhouses on what kind of positions Cang Po Jun and 

the other Guardians held in Blue Profound Sect. 

After Mu Chengying went into closed door cultivation, the few Guardians had been helming Blue 

Profound Sect to handle all the Sect’s affairs and in terms of authority, Cang Po Jun was no difference 

from the Sovereign. 
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Moreover speaking, the Guardians were all ninth stage realm top exponents on the Sky Chart and their 

cultivations were all above Li Moying’s! 

Guardians with this kind of status and positions were able to challenge the position of Sovereigns in any 

Sect. 

For example like Chi Xiao Jiu in Mythical Flame Palace, he was being restrained by many Elders hence 

resulting in him not being able to do as he desired. 

In Blue Profound Sect, there was Mu Chengying who had top exponents like Cang Po Jun, Cang Po Yu 

work for him. 

From what Ling Qing Yu thought, Li Moying had merely just been taken in under Mu Chengying’s wing 

and although he bore the name of Young Sect Master, but it was just day dreaming if he wanted to 

order a person who helmed real power like Cang Po Jun! 

This kind of person would only serve his allegiance towards Mu Chengying alone so how could he 

possibly show Li Moying any face at all? 

However, the truth had surpassed her imagination. 

When Cang Po Jun bowed, that kind of prudence and reverence was something which no one would be 

mistaken about. 

Simply…. as though he was facing Mu Chengying himself… 

Ling Qing Yu could not help but creased her brows, somehow feeling that something wasn’t quite right. 

Could it be that this Young Sect Master actually had such an ability? It had merely been a few months’ 

time and he had already subdued Mu Chengying’s Three Guardians? 

Li Moying looked at Cang Po Jun and lifted his hand, “No matter, you came just in time. Li’er is alright?” 

Cang Po Jun hurriedly replied, “Young Miss Bai is fine, Third Brother is accompanying here right there!” 

Li Moying nodded his head without any intention of blaming them. 

After all, they were late not because of their responsibility. Earlier when he swathe lifesaving signal 

which Huang Yueli had sent out, he mind totally went blank and could not be bothered to consider 

about anything else as he immediately chose to run over here. 



His footwork was extremely swift and although the Three Guardians’ cultivations were above his, but 

they weren’t able to chase up to him as they were left behind in the dust. 

Cang Po Jun observed Li Moying’s complexion and on seeing that his expression seemed a little haggard, 

he hurriedly said, “Young Sect Master, Sovereign is still waiting for us to return back! The sky is turning 

dark soon so let’s hurry back to the Sect!” 

Li Moying nodded his head but did not immediately moved, instead he shot his gaze towards Chi Xiao 

Jiu. 

Chi Xiao Jiu had already climbed up from the floor with blood spilling out from the corner of his lips. In 

combination with the scratches which the big cat had caused on his head, he looked extremely 

dishevelled. 

When he saw Cang Po Jun and the others, he was also dazed as he could not say a single word for a long 

time. 

“You… all of you… this…” 

Li Moying spoke out in a cold voice, “Palace Lord Chi, earlier I’ve already said this. Injuring my fiancée, 

you’d better think about how to give Blue Profound Sect an explanation?” 

“This…..” Chi Xiao Jiu’s tongue was tied. 

On seeing Cang Po Jun and the others’ attitudes towards Li Moying, he understood that he had really 

underestimated Li Moying this time round and also underestimated his position in Blue Profound Sect! 

However, he was a Palace Lord after all and there were still Soaring Heavens Merchant Guild’s men who 

were secretly watching them so how could he possible beg a junior for mercy? 

Chi Xiao Jiu gave a cold humph as he spoke out in a strange tone, “Blue Profound Sect is indeed arrogant 

enough! Still trying to question This Seat for some explanation? This wretched lass was eavesdropping 

on us first but you have so many people protecting her so consider it This Seat’s bad luck today! But we 

Mythical Flame Palace would not give up just like this. This debt, we will get it back from you sooner or 

later!” 

When Li Moying heard that, his face still retained a composed expression as he merely nodded, “In this 

way, Palace Lord Chi is set on the intention and not willing to compensate our Sect for the losses 

incurred?” 
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“Compensate?” Chi Xiao Jiu laughed exaggeratedly, “Lad, aren’t you thinking too highly of yourself! Just 

based on your current conditions and you wish to talk terms with This Seat, you’re still far away! If you 

have the ability, then get Mu Chengying to come talk to me personally!” 

His words were totally immodest, totally not showing Li Moying any face. 

Li Moying himself was not affected much but Cang Po Jun was so angry that he stood out. 



“Palace Lord Chi, you’re too discourteous towards our Young Sect Master! Mythical Flame Palace’s spirit 

really makes one sit up and notice. Since that’s the case, I would like to have a try…” 

Chi Xiao Jiu’s expression changed slightly upon hearing that. 

He originally was not Cang Po Jun’s match and now that he had suffered a not too light internal injury, 

he was absolutely going to lose. 

But he was after all the Lord of a Palace and if he was challenged by a Guardian by Cang Po Jun and not 

daring to take it up, if word of this spread, then it would simply be too embarrassing for him. 

He could only brace himself as he forcibly debated, “What’s the meaning in this? You Blue Profound Sect 

only knows how to use martial strength to solve this problem? Just because you can’t win me and words 

then you’re intending to take action?” 

Cang Po Jun laughed as he said, “How should I put Palace Lord Chi’s words? Our Sovereign had 

expressed that Blue Profound Sect is a large Sect whose play a decisive role in Soaring Heavens 

Continents and if we go outside, we will always talk reason when we can…” 

Chi Xiao Jiu had just heaved a sigh of relief when he heard Cang Po Jun continuing, “…. But when we 

can’t talk reasonably, then we should just take immediate action and stop the nonsense! Otherwise 

wouldn’t it be just throwing Blue Profound Sect’s face?” 

Chi Xiao Jiu’s expression turned paler still. 

Moreover, the consecutive explosions that had happened earlier was rather huge and it resulted in 

more and more people crowding around to watch the bustle. 

On seeing that quite a number of large powerhouses’ practitioners appearing in the surroundings, the 

more Chi Xiao Jiu could not get off the stage. 

No matter if it was under Blur Profound Sect’s coercion to back down or if he was defeated by Cang Po 

Jun on the spot, it would all made Mythical Flame Palace’s reputation go down the drain. 

Seeing that Chi Xiao Jiu not speaking for a long time, quite a number of spectators came around it and 

were discussing privately. 

“What happened earlier? Why have Blue Profound Sect and Mythical Flame Palace’s people started 

arguing? From the looks of this situation, could it be that Palace Lord Chi does not dare to take up the 

challenge?” 

“That’s only natural? Guardian Jun is ranked Sixth on the Sky Chart while Palace Lord Chi is only ranked 

Twentieth so the disparity in ability is there. Moreover, from the looks of Palace Lord Chi, he seems to 

be injured so the result is imaginable!” 

“But to be challenged by someone and yet not daring to take up the challenge, it is also very 

embarrassing!” 

“Isn’t that so? Oh, too bad. Back then when Grandmaster Huang was still alive, Mythical Flame Palace 

was extremely glorious so how would they possibly end up like the current state, not winning in auction 

and now not even daring to take up the challenge… it’s just too embarrassing!” 



Chi Xiao Jiu’s expression grew uglier by the minute and wanted to accept the challenge without 

considering about the consequences when he heard Li Moying’s voice rang. 

“Forget it, Guardian Jun, let’s head back. No matter what, Palace Lord Chi is Grandmaster Huang’s 

Senior Brother. He Chi Xiao Jiu being embarrassed is a small matter but if Mythical Flame Palace’s 

reputation is marred, then it would be my guilt! On account of Grandmaster Huang’s face, let’s give 

them a way out today!” 

Cang Po Jun was stunned, apparently a little surprised. 

But he still listened to Li Moying’s command without any hesitation as he took a few step backwards and 

returned next to Li Moying. 

“You… You guys.. when did This Seat ever needed you all to give me a way out? Let’s complete, get back 

here right now!” 

However, Cang Po Jun didn’t even took a look at him. 
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In this way, Chi Xiao Jiu’s face, had dropped even more. 

Li Moying’s words were like a hard slap across his face, which made a resounding slapping sound! 

Not only had he determined that he wasn’t Cang Po Jun’s match, furthermore even letting him off was 

on account of Huang Yueli’s face. 

As though only that year when Huang Yueli was managing Mythical Flame Palace was worth Blue 

Profound Sect’s equal treatment but when it was him Chi Xiao Jiu’s turn, it was totally not worth 

mentioning at all! 

This was simply the greatest disdain and slightness they had towards him! 

Chi Xiao Jiu wanted to flare up on the spot but at the instance before he opened his mouth, he 

happened to meet with Cang Po Yu’s eyes. 

His heart jolted hard as he revealed that Cang Po Yu’s Sky Chart ranking was immediately following his 

and the disparity between their abilities were almost on par. 

Not to mention, coupled with Cang Po Jun and the unknown depths of Li Moying… if he were to 

continue provoking them, then he would definitely be beaten viciously by then! 

Chi Xiao Jiu was stuffed for words as his face turned into a pig liver colour. 

Li Moying did not even bother to spare him another glance, merely waving his sleeve and turned as he 

left. 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu immediately followed behind him. 

Huang Yueli had also slipped into a little jog out of her hiding place and leaned closed next to Li Moying 

as her big eyes were sparkling bright, almost short of turning into heart shapes! 

“Moying, darling, you’re so awesome, so suave, so…” 



Before she could finish her words, Li Moying stretched out his arm and pinched her face, “Stop acting 

cute! You’d better think about how you’re going to explain to me later! I just let you make a payment 

but you ran about, hmm?” 

The man’s gaze was slightly frosty, which was a rare occasion where he showed a face to her. 

Huang Yueli immediately went soft as she crossed her fingers and lowered her head like a little wife 

following behind him, fingers still wrestling his sleeve. 

Li Moying’s brows rose and that solemn expression remained unchanged, but there was a sliver of 

laughter beneath his eyes. 

Cang Po Jun and the others saw it very clearly from the back and were all silently sighing, Grandmaster 

Huang really had a way with their Sovereign. Earlier when Sovereign saw the lifesaving signal, that 

expression of his looked extremely clear that he was about to kill someone but now, his mood had been 

calmed down by Grandmaster Huang with a few mere sentences… 

Blue Profound Sect’s group of people left the Soaring Heavens Merchant Guild. 

The spectators crowded around realised that there was no more show to watch and all of them started 

to leave as well. 

But the gaze which everyone shot towards Chi Xiao Jiu before they left made him started to shake all 

over! 

If this could be tolerated, what could not be! 

“Li Moying… just you wait and see! Did you thought that This Seat would be afraid of a young lad like 

you?” 

Ling Qing Yu walked over as she frowned, “What should we do now? The both of them had slipped once 

again!” 

Chi Xiao Jiu turned back his head abruptly as he stared at her fiercely and barked out sharply, “It’s all 

your fault! Earlier when This Seat had been challenged by Cang Po Jun, why didn’t you stand out?” 

He vented his anger on Ling Qing Yu for no reason and she was extremely angry as well, “I’m merely at 

ninth stage realm eighth level potential so how am I going to fight against you guys in the Sky Chart? You 

yourself don’t know how to examine the situation and insisted on clashing with them thus casing 

yourself to turn out in such a state, what does it have to do with me?” 

“Why does it not related to you? Now that Li Moying and Bai Ruoli has escaped, where are we going to 

look for the Purified Branch?” Chi Xiao Jiu laughed coldly. 

When Ling Qing Yu heard this, her brows creased and a worried expression was reflected on her face. 

“From today’s situation, it indeed isn’t wise… recently in the past few years, those Blue Profound Sect’s 

disciples out there seldom has such strong attitudes and even you as Mythical Flame Palace’s Palace 

Lord have been humiliated by him to such a state.” 
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“This situation, seems like…..” Ling Qing Yu was hesitant in her words. 

Chi Xiao Jiu urged, “Seems like that? What’s there to not be able to say out straight?” 

Ling Qing Yu sighed and said, “From the looks of this, perhaps the news of Mu Chengying coming out of 

seclusion isn’t a rumour! If this wasn’t so, how would Cang Po Jun and the others have such 

confidence?” 

When Chi Xiao Jiu heard that, his expression also changed in an instance. 

Mu Chengying’s name, to practitioners of this age like his, was simply like the existence of a living 

nightmare! 

Back then that year, under his suppression, many practitioners didn’t dare to revolt and there was 

practically no one who dared to strive against Blue Profound Sect! 

Even if they were “that Sire’s” men, they also had restraining fear towards Mu Chengying. 

If Mu Chengting really had come out of his closed door in one piece and his ability had improved, that 

was simply everyone’s nightmare! 

Moreover, Chi Xiao Jiu was extremely clear on just how powerful Mu Chengying was back then. 

If Mu Chengying was really fine, and if Celestial Heavens Sect and Mythical Flame Palace really went 

over to ask for the Purified Branch thereby infuriating him, then their consequences… would absolutely 

be extremely miserable! Perhaps it might be even worse that that Sire’s punishment! 

Thinking of this, Chi Xiao Jiu’s body shook and shivered and only after some time did he speak out in a 

low tone, “This… This is merely only a guess! Perhaps this bunch of Blue Profound Sect people are 

merely putting up a bravado! Perhaps… perhaps they are only acting, trying to scared us…..” 

Ling Qing Yu shook her head, “Perhaps! But hopefully, everything is as what you said… otherwise, we 

will be pushed into a position where we cannot advance nor retreat, and I’m afraid…” 

Chi Xiao Jiu’s eyes also flashed past a sliver of terror. 

… 

Blue Profound Sect’s group swiftly left Soaring Heavens Merchant Guild and returned to the Snow Cloud 

Sky Ship. 

The next moment after they boarded the ship, Li Moying’s body swayed. 

Huang Yueli had been observing him and on seeing him like this, she immediately rushed over to 

support him. 

However, Li Moying seemed as though half of his energy had been sucked dry as a majority of his body 

weight was pressing down onto her. 

Huang Yueli anxiously looked over, “Moying, you… are you alright? You… has your illness acted up 

again? Are you feeling giddy?” 

Li Moying leaned against her shoulder and spoke out softly, “No… No matter, just a little giddy…..” 



Huang Yueli bit her lips, “You… your complexion is terrible and you still say it’s alright! No, you’d.. you’d 

better hurry and lie straight…” 

Saying that, she clasped her hand around Li Moying’s waist and using strength, she directly lifted Li 

Moying vertically and swiftly ran into the cabin inside the Snow Cloud Sky Ship. 

Cang Po Jun and the others who were following behind them were all dumbstruck. 

They originally wanted to hurry over to help but whoever knew that Huang Yueli actually carried Li 

Moying first. 

Although it was said that towards a practitioner with such cultivation like Huang Yueli, carrying a grown 

man was practically effortless. 

But… this scenario, no matter how they saw it, it just felt extremely weird. 

Their overbearing and powerful Sovereign, was actually lifted into a Princess hug by his own woman? 

Cang Po Jun and the others’ lips were all twitching, not knowing how to react. 

Just as this moment, an icy cold gaze swept past them and the few of them lifted their heads just in time 

to meet with Li Moying’s frigid cold peach blossom eyes. 

The few of them were shocked and lowered their heads, not daring to take another look recklessly. 

At the same time, all of them were crying out bitterly in their hearts that this was really called running 

into bad luck. They had caught sight of Sovereign’s embarrassing sight and by the time he recovers, 

would he murder and eliminate them? 
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At this moment, Huang Yueli seemed to have recalled something as her footsteps took a halt and she 

turned her head back. 

“That’s right, has my Master got on the ship already? Hurry and invite him over!” 

Cang Po Jun and the others were laid with a heavy responsibility and in a turn, they had already started 

running towards the inside of the Sky Ship. 

Huang Yueli saw the entire group’s backs as they turned around and he blinked her eyes in 

astonishment, “What’s the matter? Do they really need so many people to go together just to invite one 

person over? Why had they run off so quickly?” 

She couldn’t understand why momentarily as her heart was strung up over Li Moying’s condition hence 

she hurriedly carried him into the cabin. 

“Moying, you… are you alright? It’s all my fault, I shouldn’t ran about causing you to fight with Chi Xiao 

Jiu…” 

Huang Yueli sat by the bedside as she looked worriedly at him, wiping off his sweat while apologizing 

proactively. 



Li Moying was half leaning against the bed’s headboard as he squinted his eyes slightly and spoke in a 

weak voice but his tone still carried an immense suppressing feel. 

“You… how do you want me to say you? I know… when you saw Chi Xiao Jiu and Ling Qing Yu, you will 

recall about the past and unable to suppress your rage… but can’t you just think for me? If you were 

really caught by them, what do you want me to do? You almost scared me to death, do you know that?” 

Huang Yueli naturally knew that she was in the wrong as she lowered her head and obediently listened 

to her fiancé’s lecture. 

It was until Li Moying had finally finished his words when she raised a sweet smile and leaned close to 

him, “Moying, I’m sorry, I know I’m at fault already….. please be appeased and rest properly, I won’t do 

it in future ever again!” 

She lifted three fingers from her right hand, showing a vowing stance. 

Li Moying gave a humph and didn’t said a word. His little fox knew that this young lass’s deadly vows 

were never taken for real and although she looked very obediently now, when it was in crucial times, 

she would still possibly go ahead and take risks. 

Huang Yueli took a look and knew that her credit no longer had any worth as she hurriedly leaned in and 

acted coquettish, “Moying, are you really angry?” 

Li Moying just wanted to say something when a burst of laughter was heard coming from the cabin’s 

door, “Disciple, Sovereign Mu, your feelings for each other is really on great terms!” 

Huang Yueli’s expression stiffened and she gave a dry laugh. She originally had already climbed onto the 

bed but on hearing her Master coming, she hurriedly climbed down. 

“Master, that… quickly come take a look. I’ve already taken Moying’s pulse and his pulse-phase is 

considered normal but he still seems rather giddy…” 

Dai Boqi sat by the bedside and grabbed Li Moying’s wrist as his fingers laid upon it and went silent for 

moment when a displeased expression appeared on his face. 

“Sovereign Mu, this old man had already instructed multiple times for you to not take action against 

anyone, why don’t you listen to this old man? Have you not thought it through yet? If this carries on and 

your Soul Detachment Illness acts up again, then we might not be able to wait till the Purified Spirit 

Polymerize Pill has been refined before you lost your life!” 

When Dai Boqi said this, Huang Yueli was so scared that she broke out in cold sweat and hurriedly 

questioned, “Master, Moying he really…. his illness has worsened again?” 

Her pale little face made Li Moying felt a bolt of heartache when this scene entered his eyes. 

“Li’er, I’m very well, just a little giddy, don’t you listen to that old grandpa talk nonsense…” 

“This old man is talking nonsense??” Dai Boqi blew his whiskers and eyes widening when he heard that, 

“How dare you actually say this old man is talking nonsense! Do you really think that your body is made 

out of steel? You should be the clearest on just how dangerous the Soul Detachment Illness is! If you 



don’t listen to this old man’s instructions, then you might as well give up on treatment now! If not when 

you’re not fully cured in the end, you’d still blame on this old man’s medical skills!” 
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To Dai Boqi, nothing was more annoying than a patient who don’t listen to instructions. 

Speaking of this, in this past duration of having to treat Li Moying was really an extreme challenge to this 

old man’s patience. 

This fellow simply relied on the fact that his cultivation was high and he had great innate talent hence he 

totally refused to listen to doctor’s instructions. 

He asked him to lie down and rest after every ten hours but he had never once followed. In addition, 

every single time he would still be forcing himself on even when he was about to faint. 

He was told not to cultivate or advance but he would still be secretly advancing every single day and his 

potential increased by leaps and bounds, assuming that no one could tell at all. 

This time round, it was even worse, he had directly used his Profound Energy to fight with others! 

Lastly, he even said that he, Divine Doctor Dai was talking nonsense! 

To tell the truth, if it were anyone else, even if he was Soaring Heavens Continent’s Number One Expert 

and Number One Sacred Lands’ Sovereign, Dai Boqi would definitely not bother to entertain him! But 

unfortunately, this annoying patient was his beloved disciple’s fiancé! 

No matter how unreconciled Dai Boqi was, he could not possibly give up on his disciple Huang Yueli and 

could only endure while helping Li Moying do his consultation. 

On seeing her Master getting angry, Huang Yueli hurried over to say a few good words, “Master, don’t 

lower yourself to argue with Moying, he doesn’t understand medicine at all. Don’t worry, with me 

around, I’ll ensure that he follows according to your instructions!” 

Dai Boqi was still filled with displeasure which was shown all over his face. 

When Huang Yueli saw that, she hurriedly picked up the exquisite wooden box on the table, delivering 

to Dai Boqi, “Master, we’ve already gotten the Purified Branch and it’s in this box. Quickly help us take a 

look, is it suitable for use?” 

On hearing that the box containing the extremely rare ninth tiered medicinal herb Purified Branch, Dai 

Boqi’s attention had indeed been distracted. 

He lifted his hand to take over the wooden box and like the beautiful emcee in Soaring Heavens 

Merchant Guild, he gently opened a tiny slit and took a peek inside then quickly closed it up. 

Just this one look and his face was filled with an enchanted look, “Such pure life source aura! Indeed… 

it’s indeed the purest Purified Branch, and moreover it’s been preserved extremely well! This is enough 

to make two trays of medicinal pills, your luck isn’t bad at all!” 

Huang Yueli said, “We shall pass this Purified Branch over to Master. Only thing is we don’t know where 

to find the other medicinal herb, Bipolar Black Orchid? The last time Brother Liu mentioned that he 



roughly knew where the Bipolar Black Orchid’s whereabouts was, but now that he’d left, we don’t even 

know where to look for him? Master, do you have any way to contact him?” 

Hearing Liu Buyan’s name, Li Moying’s expression turned slightly ugly, as he gave a cold humph. 

But after being stared at by Huang Yueli, he could only obediently shut his mouth. 

Dai Boqi shook his head, “I also don’t know where to look for him. This eldest disciple of him, every 

single time he went out it would seem as though he had gone lost and it would be a blessing for him to 

come back home! But, I’m guessing that he should arrive back at Blue Profound Sect very soon.” 

Huang Yueli was stunned, “Why?” 

“Because you’ve already successfully bided for the Purified Branch at the Soaring Heavens Merchant 

Guild and this news will definitely be spread out very swiftly. Yan’er knows that Sovereign Mu’s 

condition cannot be delayed so he will definitely be back very soon.” 

As Dai Boqi was saying that, he turned his head to take a look at Huang Yueli’s worried look as he stared 

at her with a resentful look for failing to meet with his expectations. 

“You! All you have in your heart is that fiancé of yours! Forget it, I won’t scare you anymore, don’t 

worry. This young lad’s luck is very good this time round, although he had utilised his Profound Energy 

but he had not hurt his primordial spirit and didn’t resulted in much damages.” 

Chapter 2099: Acting cute and coquettish (4) 

“This old man has already asked the female attendants to brew the medicine and after taking that 

concoction, take a nap and there shouldn’t be any more problem.” 

Huang Yueli was stared at by Dai Boqi but she didn’t felt guilty at all, instead she revealed a joyous 

expression as she said, “Really? I’m totally assured since Master has said this!” 

“Sigh, you!” Dai Boqi was totally speechless. 

What problem was this? Originally if his younger disciple was matched to his eldest disciple, that would 

be called as keeping the goodies within the family but now, he hadn’t even warmed up to his disciple 

and her thoughts had totally went to another outsider man! He had finally managed to take in this 

younger disciple! Heartache! 

However, Huang Yueli had not realised the heavy mood that her Master had, as she sat next to Li 

Moying in high spirits. 

Li Moying’s lips raised slightly, as he gave a indistinct gaze at Dai Boqi while stretching his hand to grab 

Huang Yueli’s hand, “Li’er, I’m still feeling a little giddy…” 

Huang Yueli hurriedly replied, “Then quickly take a nap…” 

Li Moying’s pair of seductive peach blossomed eyes were filled with brilliant lights, “Then you must stay 

here and accompany me.” 

Huang Yueli was given this kind of look by him as her heart kept pounding wildly. This man was really a 

evildoer which no one could duplicate his charm. Usually he was always overpowering and cold which 



makes one’s heart quiver but at this moment in time, his pale and frail look made one have tender 

affection towards him. 

To be looked at in such a way, how was it possible for Huang Yueli to even say out the words of rejection 

as she immediately remained seated obediently beside him, totally unable to see her usual black-bellied 

and astute look. 

Dai Boqi could no longer bear it as he shook his head and turned around to leave. 

If he continued watching them, he was afraid that he would no longer be able to care about the 

disparity of their potentials, to pull himself back from giving Li Moying a beating! 

“Argh, my great cabbage has been eaten up by the pig!” He muttered as he shook his head and left in 

fury. 

… 

After Li Moying drank the medicine, he begun to sleep. 

Huang Yueli leaned againt the bed and felt sleepy but she was just about to sleep when she heard 

someone knocking on the door. 

“What’s the matter?” She suppressed her tone as she asked. 

The female attendant replied, “Grandmaster Huang, earlier a Grandmaster Ye from the Armament Guild 

came to visit, saying that he wishes to meet you. Guardian Jun had already asked him to wait at the 

front hall for the past hour, may I know if you wish to meet him?” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she then recalled that today afternoon, when Ye Xing Hua had delivered 

the money to her, he had once mentioned that there was something important to tell her. At that time, 

she told Ye Xing Hua to come to the Snow Cloud Sky Ship to look for her after the auction had ended. 

Whoever knew that in the end, after the auction had ended, an accident occurred and Li Moying even 

fainted from exhaustion. 

She totally put Ye Xing Hua’s matter behind her mind. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly said, “I’d be out immediately, please ask Guardian Jun to accompany President Ye 

for a while longer.” 

Saying that, she hurriedly tied her wrinkled clothing and messy hair as she hurried over to the front hall. 

In the front hall, Ye Xing Hua and Cang Po Jun seemed to be chatting congenially. 

On seeing Huang Yueli’s appearance, Ye Xing Hua stood up immediately and bowed, “Master, I’ve came 

without an invitation, I hope I have not disturbed you.” 

Cang Po Jun nodded towards Huang Yueli and left silently. 

Huang Yueli indicated for Ye Xing Hua to sit as she received the tea cup from the female attendant and 

said, “Xing Hua, earlier during the auction, you said that you have some news regarding President Jiang 

to tell me?” 



When Ye Xing Hua saw the female attendant leaving the front hall, he then nodded his head and spoke 

out in a low voice, “Some days ago, I listened to your instructions and re-investigated the ruins when 

President Jiang had met with harm back then and self-exploded.” 

Chapter 2100: Acting cute and coquettish (5) 

“Under the self-destruction mechanism, that room had completely collapsed and our guild used twenty 

over manpower who dug continuously for an entire month before we managed to retrieve President 

Jiang’s remains and we also managed to find a notebook which President Jiang had left behind that year. 

The contents recorded within that notebook, I believe is something that you will be interested in.” 

Saying that, Ye Xing Hua took out a yellowish notebook from his chest and left it on the table in front of 

Huang Yueli. 

Huang Yueli’s brows rose in astonishment as she stretched out her hand and took the notebook as she 

started to flip through it. 

As it had been some years and had always been stuck in the mud, the pages of the book was already 

rather brittle so Huang Yueli didn’t dared to use much strength as she could only gently flip while 

reading. 

When she flipped to the third page, her pupils abruptly shrank and her expression instantly sunk. 

It was written on top, “Fourth Year of Dragon, checked the ancient classics <<Drifting Cloud Scroll>>, it 

was recorded that the Sky Phoenix Ring was a God Realm absolute gem God Relic and was something 

which the entire ancient God Clan Sacred Phoenix Race had united together to collect various 

Continent’s best quality materials and the unison of seven God grade Armament Masters working 

together to refine it. The God Relic was cauterized under True Phoenix Fire for an entire duration of 

eighty one days but still was not completed hence the Clan Leader of the Sacred Phoenix Race used an 

infant Royal blood from the Phoenix God Race as a blood sacrifice hence completing this God Relic…” 

On reading this, Huang Yueli’s fingers trembled, causing her to tear off a corner off the page of the frail 

book! 

Because she suddenly recalled that the Sky Phoenix Ring had a spirit artifact and it was that lazy little 

Phoenix Wang Cai! 

Combining the contents recorded in the scroll, that little Wang Cai was captured by the Sacred Phoenix 

Race’s Can Leader and thrown into the armament furnace while it was still alive to be refined into the 

Sky Phoenix Ring, which was then turned into a spirit artifact! 

That scenario back then, just thinking about it was terrifying, Little Phoenix was actually burnt to death 

alive! 

Luckily, it seemed as though it didn’t remember any bit of it at all… 

Huang Yueli composed her emotions and turned to the next page as she continued reading. 

“Sky Phoenix Ring combined the Heaven and Earth’s spiritual qi and had its own space which could 

accommodate living things, absorb Profound Qi, dispel demonic filth, having both attack and defence 

and was the ultimate gem of the Sacred Phoenix Race. However, ten thousand over years ago, when 



God Realm was in chaos as various large clans were in a mixed battle, Sacred Phoenix Clan’s Clan Leader 

died in battle and the Sky Phoenix Ring shattered, thereby landing into the lower realm…” 

Huang Yueli wanted to continue reading but she discovered that this notebook was only left with half of 

it and the last few pages had either became broken bits or it seemed to have been soaked in water as it 

had become blurred out, totally unable to tell what was written on top. 

Huang Yueli frowned, “This…. what’s the matter with this? What’s written at the back? What uses does 

the Sky Phoenix Ring have and after it fell into the lower realm, what happened?” 

Ye Xing Hua had a grave expression, “This disciple doesn’t know as well. When I found this notebook, 

there was only this one book and many of the contents behind could not be seen.” 

Huang Yueli said, “Can’t we think of a way to resurrect it? As long as we can find a larger piece of 

remains then we will be able to join the notebook together and then using some ointment, the words on 

the surface will then appear.” 

Ye Xing Hua shook his head, “This disciple had already thought of many ways and even found some 

Armament Masters who specialised in this to collate and examine critically but all of them said that 

when this scroll was in the self-destructed armament refining room, it had been spilled on by various 

kinds of poisonous fluids which caused the pages to disintegrate and break off. We are already 

considered very lucky to be able to preserve the first half of the book but the contents in the later part 

could no longer be possible to recover!” 

Huang Yueli was extremely gloomy. 

In the past when she obtained the Sky Phoenix Ring, she had also read through many classics. 

 


